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The following work is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
Master of Fine Arts degree at Northern Illinois University. The work was produced
between August 2020 and April 2022. It was presented in an exhibition from April11th
through April 15th in the Graduate Gallery 214, Visual Arts Building, Northern Illinois
University – DeKalb, Illinois.
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This paper fulfills the requirements to fully document my one-person solo exhibition.

Comfortably Uncomfortable

Intentions:
Throughout my life, being introverted and observant has given me the opportunity to view
how people communicate. In doing so, I realized quickly how many conversations are truly
miscommunicated. One day I decided to sketch two people speaking. Instead of drawing them
realistically, I decided to draw their voices. I scribbled soft for the soft spoken one, and hard and
disjointed for the louder spoken one. I was captivated by their tones, mannerisms, and language
differences. From that day forward I wanted to continue to abstract certain observed
conversations, and past conversations through drawing, painting, and stoneware clay sculptures.
Comfortably Uncomfortable is an ongoing series about overheard conversations, the witnessing
of constant miscommunication, and introverted thoughts in my mind that can’t turn off. Growing
up extremely introverted gave me the opportunity to observe conversations, vocal tones, and
whispered secrets no one thought I could hear. I was always listening. Observing until my mind
deceased. I use oil and acrylic paint to describe moments in these conversations that have been
engrained in my mind. Tubular shapes bold colors to mimic sound waves, and scribbled lines to
interrupt the space around each other on the canvas. The stoneware ceramic sculptures that hang
on the wall are built to hold dialogues with the paintings. They are shaped piece by piece to
explore the depth of a conversation as it were alive and physical. I also paint these sculptures
with mixed media to put pressure on the paintings to engage with the sculptures. In part of
creating this series on miscommunication, I realized how I have always been comfortably
uncomfortable.
Materials and Process:
When creating a new piece, I am very selective with which materials I use. I always ask
myself: “How do I create a piece of work that speaks on its own?”. I am interested in making
work that consists of the dialogue between miscommunication and particular conversations. In
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my two-dimensional work, I do this by processing a conversation into chaotic abstract brush
strokes. I achieve this by using oil and thin solvent on canvas, several sizes of brushes, and
combining colors such as: green, orange, brown, purple, and red. These stimulate rapid eye
movements throughout the canvas.
When working through a painting, I think of it like cooking. The order and technique for
each step is important to lead to the desired finished result. I first put down a thin layer of color
to lay the foundation for the information I will provide onto the canvas. Once that dries, I add
thicker materials such as pumice/molding paste to create textures onto the canvas. After, comes
the colors, imagery, and lines that suggests language, and movement. Using several types of
paint brushes helps achieve layering with varying types of strokes. Incorporating big and small
brush marks helps lead the viewer in and out of the painted abstracted conversations. I am
interested in abstract work because it creates room for the viewers to build up and tear down
what they see and how they feel. Miscommunication is a topic that many people go through
every single day. As an introverted individual, analyzing the way humans interact and react to
vocal tones, facial expressions, and words has been fascinating to me. Recreating those
interactions in paintings takes away the realistic point of view of a conversation and creates an
abstract interpretation. Mixing analogous colors and textures on a surface brings to life what I
see in my head when I am converting a conversation into a painting or sculpture.
The sculptures are stoneware clay. Clay is unique due its ability to be manipulated into many
different surfaces and structures much like paint. With clay I have a form of control that I do not
have with painting. The combination of speed and precision I can achieve with clay is
captivating. It was clear to me that clay was something I could operate and understand while still
thinking in terms of painting. My goal was to find a way to have both my paintings and ceramic
pieces connect while remaining independent. It was important to me to continue to work with
clay because it opened a door to the way I view and handle my paintings. Stoneware clay
brought challenges as it was new to me, however it welcomed several opportunities and learning
curves that influence my paintings to this day.
Influences:
An artist named Francie Bishop Good has a similar approach to my work. I was thrilled
to find someone who has the same material interests as me. Good works with both clay and
abstract painting. Francie Bishop Good, born in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, lives and works in
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Fort Lauderdale, Florida (Bishop). They received their BFA from University of Colorado and
Master of Education from Florida Atlantic University (Bishop). Good creates abstract paintings
and sculptures that have bright colors and shapes to connect to each other. They resonated with
me for some time now due to the way they handle both mediums. Goods sculptures vary in scale
and color, depending on the painting she is pairing it with. On their website, Good displays their
sculptures in front of their paintings. I find that interesting because I have always hung my work
next to each other. The way sculptures and paintings are hung in a room together is something
worth investigating. Good uses paint (not glaze) to cover her sculptures. I tried that before but
did not like the way it looked. I believe Goods skill in color and color choices amplifies their
sculptures next to their paintings. I on the other hand usually have either the painting or sculpture
be louder in the room. It becomes overwhelming for me to have both bodies of work look
similar.
Another artist that I look up to is Stephanie Temma Hier from Toronto, Canada. Hier is
based in Brooklyn, New York. They received their Bachelor of Fine Arts from Ontario College
of Art and Design University (Hier). Hier is a ceramic sculptor and painter. They primarily paint
realistic paintings such as food, personal items, and still lives of the things around her (Hier).
Heir uses ceramics to create three dimensional frames for their paintings. They use similar colors
and odd painting techniques to make her painting come to life. I appreciate the attention to detail
they give every single frame that is paired with their paintings. It made me think about how I can
incorporate my paintings into ceramic framing. I believe their paintings are built after the frame
is made because of shrinkage that can happen in the kiln. When creating my first ceramic frame,
it became clear how difficult it is to measure the exact size of the frame post firing in the kiln..
My work is abstract, and Hier’s is representational. However, their work and mine deal with
similar components as we both work with clay and oil paint. It’s nice to analyze Hier’s use of
glaze on their ceramic pieces, as I also like to use glaze on my ceramic pieces.
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